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"Austria reserves the right to annex the provinces ol
Bosnia and Herzegovina [already occupied in 1878] at what-
ever moment she shall deem opportune."
This treaty of 1SS1, which revived the League of the
Three Emperors and converted it into an alliance, served
Bismarck's great purpose of preserving peace in Europe,
and especially of preventing a conflict between Russia and
Austria in the Near East. It established by tacit consent
a kind of line of demarcation between the two. Russia was
to have unhampered and dominant influence in Bulgaria
and the Eastern Balkans such as Austria was to have in
Serbia and the Western Balkans. The establishment of the
frontier between Bulgaria and Serbia as the demarcation
line dividing Russian and Austrian interests, Bismarck
rightly believed, was the surest and best way to avoid
•dangerous rivalries and suspicions in the Balkans. He was
quite ready to use Germany's decisive influence in the bal-
ance to force each of his allies to keep behind the line of
demarcation in their proper spheres. In contrast to the
policy of his successors, he was ready to restrain Austria by
timely warnings and pressure from taking aggressive action
in the Balkans which would arouse dangerous Russian op-
position. He did not care who ruled in Bulgaria nor what
took place there. That was Russia's sphere and she could do
as she liked in it. Russiahad originally established Alexander
of Battenberg as Prince of Bulgaria; but if Russia wanted
to turn him out when he no longer proved the pliant tool
which the Pan-Slavs had expected, that was Russia's affair
and Austria ought not object. He warned Austria that she
must keep hands off in Bulgaria, and that he would not
allow anyone to throw a noose about his neck in this matter
which would embroil Germany with Russia. His wise advice
to Austria was: "The Eastern Question is a game of pa-
tience; he wins who waits."**
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